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Abstract
A simple paper-based microfluidic device, fabricated on a highly porous coating consisting of functionalised calcium car-
bonate (FCC) pigment and a microfibrillated cellulose (MFC) and/or polyvinyl alcohol (PVOH) binder, was developed for 
glucose detection. Both the hydrophobic patterns, consisting of alkyl ketene dimer (AKD), and the enzyme ink, consisting of 
glucose oxidase (GOx), horseradish peroxidase (HRP) and an indicator containing 4-aminoantipyrine (4-AAP), and sodium 
3,5-dichloro-2-hydroxy-benzenesulphonic acid (DHBS) were inkjet-printed. Multiple coating formulations were tested using 
two indicators, potassium iodide (KI) and 4-AAP/DHBS, to find the optimal formulation with regard to detection sensitiv-
ity and assay stability. Higher binder concentrations increased the enzyme activity, especially in the case of PVOH. Two 
coatings, containing either solely MFC or both MFC and PVOH were ultimately chosen for the glucose assay experiments. 
For the assays, a 42 nl volume of buffered enzyme solution, containing a total of 5.04 mU GOx and approximately 1.01 mU 
HRP, in combination with 4 mM 4-AAP and 8 mM DHBS, was printed, and a 1 µl glucose solution, made up over a range of 
concentrations, was applied onto the samples to evaluate the response. A good linearity was achieved between detection and 
glucose concentration between 0.1 and 0.6 mM with both coatings. The assays remained stable for four weeks when stored 
at − 20 °C. The results show that the functional coated substrates offer a viable alternative to cellulose-based substrates for 
microfluidic applications enabling the use of small reagent and sample volumes.
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1 Introduction

Microfluidic paper-based analytical devices (µPADs) are 
simple, convenient tools, which are based on capillary-driven 
flow of fluids on hydrophilic surfaces. The concept was first 
introduced by George Whiteside’s research group at Harvard 
University in 2007, who exemplified the use of a patterned 
paper assay in simultaneous detection of glucose and protein 
in urine (Martinez et al. 2007). Since then, multiple applica-
tions, ranging from point of care (POC) medical diagnosis 

(Syedmoradi and Gomez 2017) to environmental monitoring 
(Meredith et al. 2016; Liu and Morales-Narváez 2019) and 
food safety (Busa et al. 2016; Weng and Neethirajan 2017), 
have been reported. The devices provide easy-to-use solu-
tions for POC and onsite testing, especially for resource-poor 
settings and developing countries. Furthermore, they provide 
a viable option to conventional instrumentation, while still 
offering sensitivity, reproducibility and low limits of detec-
tion (Syedmoradi and Gomez 2017). The miniaturisation 
of the diagnostic instruments not only provides affordable 
versions of diagnostic tools with rapid detection, but also 
enables the use of small sample and reagent volumes further 
reducing the costs of testing and diagnosis.

In the simplest form, µPADs offer a visual colorimetric 
detection (Santana-Jiménez et al. 2018), though electro-
chemical (Mettakoonpitak et al. 2016; Manbohi and Ahmadi 
2019) and fluorescence-based detection methods (Thom 
et al. 2014; Jutila et al. 2018) have also been used to enhance 
detection sensitivity. The colorimetric devices are best suited 
for POC purposes, because they do not require expensive 
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instrumentation or special skills. The visual results can be 
quantified by comparing with a calibration chart (Chan et al. 
2012) or the samples can be imaged, for example, using a 
smartphone (Chun et al. 2014; Thom et al. 2014; Kong et al. 
2019; Jia et al. 2018; Soni and Jha 2017).

Cellulose-based filter paper (Adkins et al. 2017; Gabriel 
et al. 2016; Määttänen et al. 2011; Soni and Jha 2017; 
Chun et al. 2014; Dungchai et al. 2010; Mani et al. 2019; 
Cha et al. 2012; Klasner et al. 2010) and chromatographic 
paper (Gabriel et al. 2017; Ghaderinezhad et al. 2017; Olk-
konen et al. 2010; Lamas-Ardisana et al. 2018; Zhu et al. 
2014) are the most commonly used substrates for µPADs. 
Patterned paper offers a great alternative to conventional 
microfluidic substrates, such as polymers and silicon, 
because the capillary action enables an automated fluid 
transport within the millimetre-sized channels without the 
need of external pumps (Martinez et al. 2007). Further-
more, the high surface area–volume ratio and the capacity 
for storing active reagents within the fibre network make 
them suitable platforms for chemical reactions (Cate et al. 
2015). Other substrates, such as nitrocellulose (Costa et al. 
2014; Lu et al. 2010), nanocellulose (Uddin et al. 2018), 
copy paper (Adkins et al. 2017; Määttänen et al. 2011; 
Dungchai et al. 2010; Cinti et al. 2018) and coated paper 
(Määttänen et al. 2011; Songov and Toivakka 2016) have 
been used in microfluidic applications in addition to fil-
ter and chromatographic paper. However, copy paper and 
commercial coated papers as such do not offer as fast wick-
ing as the specialised cellulose-based substrates, making 
them unfavourable for microfluidic applications (Zhong 
et al. 2012). In the past, paper-based glucose assays have 
been successfully fabricated on both copy paper and com-
mercial coated paper, although the assays were based on 
circular reaction arrays instead of lateral flow (Määttänen 
et  al. 2011), thus limiting additional opportunities for 
subsequent component analysis, including, for example, 
chromatographic separation or analyte reaction (Koivunen 
et al. 2019).

The highly porous pigment coatings used in the cur-
rent work reported here have been designed specifically for 
microfluidic purposes. In previous work, we have shown 
that the wicking properties of the coating can be enhanced 
through binder selection and optimisation of the binder dos-
age (Jutila et al. 2018, 2019). Furthermore, we have shown 
that our coatings are biocompatible and that they offer 
enhanced sensitivity compared to filter paper (Jutila et al. 
2019). We have also shown that the properties of the coating 
can be altered either completely (Jutila et al. 2019) or locally 
(Koivunen et al. 2017, 2019) with polyelectrolytes, affect-
ing the transfer and separation of positively or negatively 
charged molecules on the coating, which may be useful for 
some microfluidic applications.

The hydrophilic substrate can be patterned using multiple 
different fabrication techniques including photolithography 
(Martinez et al. 2007, 2008; Klasner et al. 2010), flexog-
raphy (Olkkonen et al. 2010), wax printing (Gabrial et al. 
2017; Lu et al. 2010), cutting (Zhu et al. 2014) stamping 
(Santana-Jiménez et al. 2018; Gabriel et al. 2016) and inkjet 
printing (Abe et al. 2008, 2010). Each of these methods have 
their advantages and disadvantages relating to ease of fabri-
cation and resolution. Inkjet printing is a suitable technique 
for our coated substrates because it is a non-impact printing 
method, it enables deposition of picoliter volumes and, thus, 
provides good printing resolution, and because it can be used 
both to pattern the substrate and to print biomolecules, such 
as enzymes, and, therefore, the whole assay can be fabri-
cated using a single method.

We have chosen a simple glucose assay to demonstrate 
the feasibility of our coated substrates for microfluidic assays 
because of the vast amount of reference literature available. 
During the reaction, glucose transforms catalytically into 
gluconic acid and hydrogen peroxide  (H2O2) in the presence 
of glucose oxidase (GOx). The peroxidase then oxidises the 
indicator, resulting in a visible colour change. The colour 
intensity is proportional to the glucose concentration in the 
sample, and, thus, a calibration curve can be constructed to 
determine the glucose concentration of a sample. The physi-
ologically relevant glucose concentration depends greatly on 
the biological fluid used in testing. According to the World 
Health Organisation (2019), fasting plasma glucose levels 
above 7 mM are considered a sign of diabetes. Urine glucose 
levels may provide an early screening method for diabetes 
(Yin et al. 2018). The normal glucose concentration in urine 
is less than 0.6 mM, values higher than this are an indicator 
of glycosuria, usually caused by diabetes (HUSLAB 2019). 
Researchers have also shown that salivary glucose may be 
used as a non-invasive method for screening and diagnos-
ing diabetes (Abikshyeet et al. 2012; Agrawal et al. 2013; 
Tiongco et al. 2018). However, the glucose concentrations in 
saliva are much lower than in blood. For example, Abikshy-
eet et al. (2012) found that the mean values for the control 
group and patient group in salivary samples were 0.07 mM 
and 0.23 mM, respectively. Perhaps, the lowest glucose con-
centrations have been detected from tear samples, though the 
concentration depends highly on the tear collection method 
(Baca et al. 2007).

Potassium iodide (KI) was the first indicator used in a 
glucose µPAD (Martinez et al. 2007). However, other indica-
tors, such as 4-AAP/DHBS (Gabriel et al. 2016), have also 
been used because they enable detection of smaller glucose 
concentrations. Furthermore, multiple stabilisers, such as 
trehalose (Martinez et al. 2007; Gabriel et al. 2016), poly-
vinyl alcohol (Olkkonen et al. 2010; Soni and Jha 2015), 
gelatin (Cha et al. 2012; Zhu et al. 2014; Liu et al. 2019) 
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and dithiothreito (DTT) (Soni and Jha 2017), have been 
used to ensure long-term stability of the assays. The glucose 
enzymes have been often spotted onto a substrate (Martinez 
et al. 2007; Santana-Jiménez et al. 2018; Dungchai et al. 
2010; Klasner et al. 2010; Gabriel et al. 2017; Olkkonen 
et al. 2010; de Freitas et al. 2018) though other deposition 
methods, such as screen printing (Määttänen et al. 2011; 
Lamas-Ardisana et al. 2018) and inkjet printing (Abe et al. 
2010; Wilson et al. 2015) take the µPAD a step closer to 
mass production.

In this work, our aim is to show the feasibility of using 
coated platforms to fabricate microfluidic assays, highlight-
ing the potential for thin-coated substrates. We demonstrate 
that coatings comprising highly porous pigment particles 
can be utilised as optimisable microfluidics platforms, 
exemplified in the form of a glucose assay, using an inkjet 
printer both to pattern the coating with hydrophobic ink and 
to deposit both the enzymes and detection reagents, with 
the advantages of good linear sensitivity, while utilising 
smaller enzyme and glucose sample volumes than previ-
ously reported.

2  Materials and methods

The assay construct consists of formulated alkyl ketene 
dimer (AKD) ink as hydrophobising agent for microfluidic 
channel boundaries, and reagent components consisting of 
GOx, HRP and a 4-AAP/DHBS indicator. The assay fabrica-
tion and analysis workflow is presented in Fig. 1.

2.1  Functional porous pigment coatings

A highly porous form of functionalised calcium carbon-
ate (FCC) pigment, provided by Omya International AG, 
was used as a coating pigment (Fig. 2). The pigment has a 
high specific surface area (110 m2g−1) due to its fine porous 
intraparticle structure with particles consisting of a calcium 
carbonate  (CaCO3) core (15 w/w%) and octacalcium phos-
phate [hydrolysable to hydroxyapatite  (Ca5(OH)(PO4)3)] (85 
w/w%) outer shell.

Three different binders, a commercial micro-fibrillated 
cellulose (MFC A), Arbocel MF-40-7 (J.Rettenmaier and 
Söhne GmbH + Co KG, Rosenberg, Germany), a mechani-
cally produced micro-nanofibrillated cellulose (MFC B) 
(Schenker et  al. 2016, 2017) (Omya International AG, 
Oftringen, Switzerland), and polyvinyl alcohol (PVOH), 
BF05 (Omya International AG, Oftringen, Switzer-
land), were used as binders. The PVOH has a degree of 
hydrolysis of 98.5–99.2 mol%, and a molecular weight of 
22,000–27,000 gmol−1 (Limpan et al. 2012). Several coating 
formulations (Table 1) were prepared utilising a magnetic 
stirrer to determine the optimum formulation for the glucose 

assays. The coating formulations were optimised to maxim-
ise the pigment solids content [quoted as parts by weight in 
respect to 100 parts by weight of FCC (pph)].

The coating slurries were applied onto an impermeable 
 SUPERYUPO® polypropylene (PP) film (Yupo Corpora-
tion, Tokyo, Japan), having a thickness of 80 µm and basis 
weight of 62  gm−2, using a K202 Control Coater (RK Print-
Coat Instruments Ltd., Litlington, UK). A speed setting of 
6 m min−1 drawing selected wire-wound rods along the sur-
face, applying a wet film onto the substrate adjustable over 
a thickness range of 60–300 µm, was used. Coated samples 
were dried overnight at room temperature.

2.2  Pigment and coating characterisation

The specific surface area of the FCC pigments was measured 
using the nitrogen adsorption BET method (ISO 9277). The 
relative pigment mineral content constituting the FCC was 
determined by X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis. Scanning 
electron microscope (SEM) images were obtained with a 
Sigma VP field emission scanning microscope (Carl Zeiss 
AG, Oberkocken, Germany).

The solids content of the coating slurries was determined 
using an oven-drying method, in which the samples were 
dried at 105 °C for 24 h, and the weight loss was used to 
calculate the solids content. Viscosity of the coating slur-
ries was measured with a Brookfield DV-II + viscometer 
(Brookfield Engineering Laboratories, Inc., Massachu-
setts, USA) using spindles #2 and #3 at 100 min−1 (rpm). 
pH was recorded using a Mettler Toledo (Mettler-Toledo 
International Inc., Columbus, Ohio, USA) SevenEasy pH 
meter. Coat weight  (gm−2) was calculated by measuring the 
weight of 5 × 5  cm2 pieces of coated PP film, using a Mettler 
AE260 analytical balance (Mettler-Toledo International Inc., 
Columbus, Ohio, USA), deducting the weight of uncoated 
PP film piece from that of the coated piece and dividing 
by the coated area (sampling number, n = 9). Coating thick-
ness was measured with an SE250D micrometer (Lorenzen 
and Wettre, Kista, Sweden), having a measurement pres-
sure of 100 kPa and a 2-cm measurement diameter spindle 
on three spots in each sample. The thickness of the PP film 
(80 µm) was deducted from the thickness of the coated sam-
ple (n = 10).

2.3  Cellulose‑based reference substrate

An uncoated cellulose-based substrate, consisting of pure 
cellulose produced from high-quality cotton linters, What-
man 1 Chr chromatography paper (Whatman CHR1), was 
used as reference substrate. Whatman CHR1 has a basis 
weight of 88 gm−2 and a thickness of 180 µm. The average 
thickness of the cellulose fibres is 15 ± 1 µm (Evans et al. 
2014).
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2.4  Glucose assay chemicals

Glucose oxidase/peroxidase reagent (G3660), D-( +) Glu-
cose (G5767), Trehalose (PHR1344), 4-Aminoantinpyrine 

(4-APP) (A482), sodium 3,5-dichloro-2-hydroxyben-
zenesulphonate (DHBS) (D4645) and potassium phos-
phate dibasic (P3786) were purchased from Sigma 
Aldrich (Sigma-Aldrich Inc., St. Louis, USA). Potassium 
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Fig. 1  Glucose assay fabrication, testing and image analysis process
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dihydrogen phosphate (1048730250) was purchased from 
Merck KGaA (Darmstadt, Germany) and potassium iodide 
(KI) (Product code 26843.361) was purchased from VWR 
(VWR International Bvba, Leuven, Belgium). The enzyme 
solutions containing GOx and HRP (and buffer salts) 
and either the KI indicator (brown colour change) or the 
4-AAP/DHBS indicator (pink colour change) were pre-
pared in distilled water. The glucose concentration series 
were prepared in 100-mM phosphate buffer (pH = 6.0).

2.5  Functional inks and printing

2.5.1  Printing of hydrophobic patterning

Printing was carried out with a DMP-2831 research inkjet 
printer (Fujifilm Dimatix, Santa Clara, USA) employing 
DMC-11610 cartridges with 10-pl nominal drop volume. As 
part of the cartridge filling procedure, inks were filtered with 
0.45-μm GHP Acrodisc GF syringe filters (Pall Corporation, 
Port Washington, USA). The printer mounting plate holding 
the samples was set to a temperature of 30 °C.

Hydrophobising ink consisted of 10 w/w% commercial 
AKD FennoWax 1865 (Kemira, Helsinki, Finland) dissolved 
in p-xylene. Jetting settings were as described previously by 
the authors for a similar, though colourant containing, ink 
in contemporary work (Koivunen et al. 2019). The hydro-
phobising ink in the present case contains no colourant, 
resulting in almost invisible printed patterns for minimum 
background interference in the colorimetric analysis.

Before and after printing with hydrophobising ink, coated 
sheets were heat-treated for 10 min in an oven at 105 °C. Ini-
tial heat-treatment prior to printing triggers a slight shrink-
age of the SuperYupo sheets, irreversible and occurring only 
once; while, the second heat-treatment after printing is used 
to promote reactions between AKD and hydroxyl groups 

Fig. 2  SEM images showing the fine porous structure of the FCC pigment

Table 1  Coating formulations

Coating Solids con-
tent (w/w%)

FCC + 5 pph PVOH 15.3
FCC + 10 pph PVOH 15.4
FCC + 10 pph MFC A 15.6
FCC + 20 pph MFC A 14.6
FCC + 10 pph MFC B 6.0
FCC + 20 pph MFC B 4.0
FCC + 10 pph MFC A + 10 pph PVOH 15.1
FCC + 20 pph MFC A + 10 pph PVOH 13.4
FCC + 10 pph MFC B + 10 pph PVOH 6.3
FCC + 20 pph MFC B + 10 pph PVOH 4.2

Fig. 3  Schematic of a the ring 
patterns used in the optimisa-
tion experiments, and b the 
fully inkjet-printed glucose 
assay with tip + 1.5 mm (shown 
yellow) printed enzyme con-
figuration

5 mm

AKD ink

enzyme ink

sample insertion zone

channel

tip
ba
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amongst the coating components. Printed reference chroma-
tography paper sheets were similarly heat-treated, but only 
after printing.

Hydrophobic patterns consisted of rings with 9-mm outer 
and 5-mm inner nominal diameters used in coating opti-
misation experiments (Fig. 3a), and a final assay pattern 
design with a short channel with circular sample insertion 
zone at one end and a triangular reaction zone at the other 
end (assay dimension 5.5 × 13.5 mm2) (Fig. 3b). The rings 
were printed at 15-µm drop spacing, applying either 1 layer 
(coating formulations FCC + 10 pph PVOH, FCC + 10 pph 
MFC B + 10 pph PVOH, FCC + 10 pph MFC A + 10 pph 
PVOH and FCC + 20 pph MFC A + 10 pph PVOH) or 2 
layers (other coating recipes). The channel patterns were 
printed on two coating formulations (FCC + 10 pph MFC B 
and FCC + 20 pph MFC B + 10 pph PVOH) at 25-µm drop 
spacing with 2 ink layers applied. On Whatman CHR1, both 
patterns were printed with 1 layer at 50-µm drop spacing.

2.5.2  Enzymatic patterning

After hydrophobic patterns were printed and heat-treated, 
reaction zones were completed by applying enzyme solu-
tion, either by manually pipetting 1 µl drop of solution at the 
centre of each ring, or by inkjet depositing variable amount 
of enzyme solution close to the triangular end of each chan-
nel on the fully inkjet-printed glucose assays. The enzyme 
ink contents used in this study are described in Table 2. 
The enzyme solution contained 120 units (U)  cm−3 GOx, 
24 U cm−3 HRP, together with 4-mM AAP, 8-mM DHBS 
and buffer salts (sodium and potassium ions). When pre-
pared for inkjet deposition, the contents were allowed to 
dissolve at room temperature for approximately 3 h without 
external agitation.

Enzyme solution printing was conducted with the same 
equipment as hydrophobic patterning. The solution was jet-
ted with a custom waveform, described in Table 3, at 5-kHz 
frequency, 28-V jetting voltage, 30 °C cartridge temperature 
and 5-inch H2O meniscus (12.5 mbar) vacuum, with “spit 
spit” cleaning cycle run at the beginning of the printing and 
every 900 s or every 900 print bands, whichever comes first, 
during the printing.

The printed enzyme patterns consisted of a variable num-
ber of drops deposited as a single layer at 25-µm drop spac-
ing close to the triangular end of the channel (Fig. 3b). Aver-
age dry solids content per inkjet deposited drop of enzyme 
solution was measured by printing 20 million drops into 
each of 5 pre-weighed aluminium dishes, drying the dishes 
overnight in a 105 °C in an oven and re-weighing the dishes. 
Average dry solids weight for a 1 µl drop of manually pipet-
ted enzyme solution was measured similarly, except that a 
porous glass fibre disc was placed inside the dish to absorb 
the liquid and 20 drops were applied per dish.

2.6  Glucose experiments

2.6.1  Optimisation of the coating formulation

The optimal coating formulation for the glucose assay was 
determined using the hydrophobic ring patterns (Fig. 3a). 
In the experiments, 1-µl enzyme solution containing 
120 U cm−3 GOx, 24 cm−3 HRP and either 0.3-M Trehalose 
and 0.6-mM KI (brown colour change) (Martinez et al. 2007) 
or 4-mM 4-AAP and 8-mM DHBS (pink colour change) 
(Gabriel et al. 2016), was applied to the ring patterns manu-
ally using a pipette. The enzyme solution was allowed to dry, 
after which 1 µl of glucose containing sample, 1–10 mM 
in the case of KI indicator and 0.1–1 mM in the case of 
the 4-AAP/DHBS indicator, was manually applied to the 
centre of the ring pattern, using a pipette (Finnpipette, 
Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA). 
The optimisation experiments were conducted in a climate-
controlled environment (23.5 °C and 50.2% RH).

Stability experiments were performed using the KI indi-
cator and a 5-mM glucose concentration. The samples were 
divided into zipper-type plastic bags, placed in a cardboard 
box to protect the samples from light and contamination and 
stored in a fridge at 6 °C. The samples were tested over the 
course of four weeks.

2.6.2  Fully inkjet‑printed glucose assays

The fully inkjet-printed glucose assay experiments were per-
formed using two coated substrates, FCC + 10 pph MFC B 
and FCC + 20 pph MFC B + 10 pph PVOH. The enzymes 
were inkjet-printed (Fig. 3b), as previously described, and, 

Table 2  Enzyme ink contents

Ingredient Amount (g)

GOx + HRP + buffer salts (1 capsule) 0.95800
4-AAP 0.00343
DHBS 0.00902
DI water 4.16740

Table 3  Custom waveforms for jetting the enzyme solution

Segment Level (%) Slew Duration (µs)

Jetting 1 100 0.30 7.040
Jetting 2 0 0.30 20.160
Non-jetting 1 20 0.30 2.632
Non-jetting 2 0 0.60 21.568
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therefore, the experiments were conducted simply by apply-
ing 1-µl glucose containing sample (4 µl in the case of the 
thicker reference paper, Whatman CHR1) with the glucose 
concentration of 0.1–1.0 mM to the sample insertion zone. 
The experiments were conducted under normal laboratory 
conditions without climate control.

Stability experiments for the fully inkjet-printed glucose 
assays were performed using a glucose concentration of 
0.6 mM. The samples were stored at room temperature, in 
the fridge (6 °C) and in a freezer (− 20 °C) protected from 
light and contamination. The samples were tested over the 
course of four weeks.

2.7  Scanning and image analysis

The samples were scanned with an Epson Expression 1680 
flatbed scanner (Seiko Epson Corporation, Nagano, Japan) 
at 1200-dpi resolution to record colour change. The scans 
of the fully inkjet-printed glucose assays experiments were 
enhanced using Photoshop CC 2018 (Adobe, San Jose, 
USA) to improve the image analysis. The overall range of 
the tonal values of the image was shrank using the con-
trast slider (− 50) and the vibrance slider was applied three 
times (+ 100) to increase the intensity of the pink colour 
to increase the contrast between the different concentration 
points.

The Image analysis was performed with ImageJ soft-
ware version 1.52i (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, 
USA). The image was first converted into a greyscale 8-bit 
image, after which the mean grey intensity for each region 
of interest (ROI) was obtained using the histogram distribu-
tion function. A circular ROI with a diameter of 300 pixels 
was used in the optimisation experiments, in which the ring 
pattern (Fig. 3a) was utilised. The dyes eluted to the arrow-
shaped tip (Fig. 3b) in the fully inkjet-printed glucose assay 
experiments. In these experiments, a circular ROI with a 
diameter of 125 pixels was used for the FCC + 10 pph MFC 

B coating and Whatman CHR1 filter paper; while, a rec-
tangular ROI (100 × 140 pixels) was used for the FCC + 20 
pph MFC B + 10 pph PVOH coating, because the pink dye 
did not elute fully all the way to the tip. The pixel grey level 
intensity values range between 0 and 255, representing black 
and white, respectively. To obtain ascending calibration 
curves of increasing response, the mean grey level intensity 
values were converted simply by subtracting from 255, i.e. 
calibration response = 255—grey level intensity.

3  Results and discussion

3.1  Coating properties

Table 4 shows the coating properties for the coatings used 
in the optimisation experiments. The rods controlling the 
wet thickness of the coatings were chosen to achieve similar 
dry thickness for each of the coatings. The addition of the 
MFC B increases the viscosity of the coating significantly 
and, thus, a lower coating solids content had to be used to 
ensure good coating properties (Table 1). To achieve similar 
dry thickness to those with the other binders, a thicker wet 
film, therefore, needed to be applied with MFC B contain-
ing coatings.

For the fully inkjet-printed glucose assays, the dry thick-
ness of the coatings were reduced to 16 ± 1 µm for FCC + 10 
pph MFC B and 17 ± 12 µm for FCC + 10 pph PVOH + 20 
ppH MFC B to enable the use of smaller reagent and glucose 
sample volumes. This way, the assay patterns could be eluted 
with as low as 0.5-µl sample volume.

FCC pigments offer high wicking capabilities due to their 
discretely bimodal pore size distribution (Ridgway et al. 
2004, 2006). The coating pore structure consists of intrapar-
ticle and interparticle pores, which contribute to high capil-
larity and permeability, respectively, together acting as a 
driving force for increased wicking over that of conventional 

Table 4  Coating properties, optimisation

Coating pH Brookfield viscosity @ 
100 min−1 (rpm) (mPas)

Wet thickness 
(µm)

Dry thickness 
(µm)

Coat weight  (gm−2)

FCC + 5 pph PVOH 7.45 73 100 59 ± 3 19.0 ± 1.3
FCC + 10 pph PVOH 7.62 68 100 44 ± 1 14.5 ± 1.1
FCC + 10 pph MFC A 7.61 180 100 58 ± 4 16.4 ± 1.3
FCC + 20 pph MFC A 7.67 179 100 52 ± 1 16.1 ± 1.2
FCC + 10 pph MFC B 7.67 502 150 47 ± 3 11.7 ± 0.6
FCC + 20 pph MFC B 7.76 426 300 56 ± 3 13.4 ± 1.4
FCC + 10 pph PVOH + 10 pph MFC A 7.71 139 100 58 ± 6 16.3 ± 2.7
FCC + 10 pph PVOH + 20 pph MFC A 7.76 264 100 56 ± 7 18.6 ± 1.2
FCC + 10 pph PVOH + 10 pph MFC B 7.77 357 200 64 ± 2 16.1 ± 0.6
FCC + 10 pph PVOH + 20 pph MFC B 7.86 347 300 59 ± 3 14.6 ± 0.8
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solid particle ground calcium carbonate (GCC). In our pre-
vious work, we have reported the effect of different binders 
and binder doses on the porosity and wicking properties of 
the coating (Jutila et al. 2018, 2019; Koivunen et al. 2016).

3.2  Inkjet printing

3.2.1  Hydrophobic patters

While in previous studies we have employed hydrophobising 
inks with a variety of colourants (Jutila et al. 2018; Koi-
vunen et al. 2016, 2019), in the present work a colourant-
free hydrophobising ink was prepared to produce patterns 
that would have minimal effect on the coating background 
signal in colorimetric analysis. AKD in dry form is white, 
and, thus, when applied on the white pigment coatings, the 
printed pattern was only faintly visible to the naked eye, 
though still allowing for manual application of the glucose 
samples to the sample insertion zone. Alternatively, any 
other hydrophobising material that either matches the col-
our of the substrate when dry, or is transparent, could be 
employed for similar effect.

However, such poorly visible patterning also hinders ease 
of use of devices. A more practical design could involve 
printing a hydrophobic region immediately surrounding the 
detection zone with a colourant-free ink to minimise back-
ground signal; while, the rest of the hydrophobic pattern 
could be printed with a coloured ink.

3.2.2  Enzymatic printing

The average dry solids content of an inkjet deposited enzyme 
solution drop measured 2.09 ± 0.02 ng; while, a manu-
ally pipetted drop measured on average 263 ± 12 µg. The 
numbers of deposited drops, total dry solids and estimated 
enzyme volumes for the various printed patterns are listed 
in Table 5. The enzyme volume was estimated by compar-
ing the total dry solids of each printed pattern to that of the 
manually deposited 1-µl drop.

Previously, authors have reported using 0.2–1.5 µl of 
enzymes in paper-based glucose assays (Cate et al. 2013; 

Gabriel et al. 2016; 2017; Klasner et al. 2010; Martinez et al. 
2008; Olkkonen et al. 2010). In these works, the enzymes 
have been spotted to the assays, probably using glass capil-
lary tubes. Glucose reagents have also been inkjet-printed 
previously (Bihar et al. 2018; Wang et al., 2012; Wilson 
et al. 2015), but no estimates on the volume of applied 
enzymes have been given in these publications. We have 
shown that using inkjet-printing technology, that as little as 
nanolitre volumes of reagents can be applied successfully 
to the assays. In this work, we will show that these inkjet-
printed nanolitre volumes of reagent solution are sufficient 
to produce functioning assays.

The employed enzyme solution was not in any form opti-
mised for inkjet deposition, but simply employed to pro-
vide easy comparison with the manually applied enzyme 
tests. Based on our experience, we do not recommend the 
employed commercial enzyme capsules as a basis for inkjet 
ink development; while, conveniently containing both 
enzymes, they also contain a large amount of buffer salts 
of proprietary nature. When the ink dries on the substrate, 
these salts may affect the pore matrix structure and wicking 
properties. Furthermore, while the ink could be employed 
for the short duration printing tasks needed for this study, 
long-term jetting reliability is questionable, as instabilities 
in jetting causing stray droplets contacting the nozzle plate 
can lead to eventual build-up of dry material around the noz-
zle, with nozzle plate flooding possible when the meniscus 
contacts this material.

3.3  Glucose experiments

3.3.1  Optimisation of the coating formulation

In previous work, we have shown that MFC binders pro-
vide good wicking properties for the coatings making them 
suitable binders for microfluidic coating applications (Jutila 
et al. 2018, 2019; Koivunen et al. 2016). However, in addi-
tion to wicking, other properties, such as enzyme stability, 
are vital for fabrication of functional assays. PVOH does not 
provide as good wicking properties as MFC (Koivunen et al. 

Table 5  Number of deposited 
drops, total dry solids and 
estimated enzyme volume 
applied per reaction zone

Application method Drops deposited Total dry solids (µg) Estimated 
enzyme volume 
(nl)

Printed (tip + 0.0 mm) 1 225 2.56 ± 0.03 10
Printed (tip + 0.5 mm) 2 536 5.30 ± 0.06 20
Printed (tip + 1.0 mm) 3 916 8.18 ± 0.08 31
Printed (tip + 1.5 mm) 5 296 11.1 ± 0.11 42
Printed (tip + 2.0 mm) 6 676 13.9 ± 0.14 53
Manual pipetting 1 263 ± 12 1000
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Fig. 4  Calibration curves of different coating formulations with the KI indicator (n = 3)
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2016), but it was chosen as one of the binders for this study 
because it is known to stabilise both HRP and GOx (Boyd 
and Yamazaki 1994; Boyd et al. 1996). Nanocellulose has 
also been used for enzyme immobilisation in glucose assays 
(Uddin et al. 2018; Esmaeili et al. 2015). Coatings consisting 
of both MFC and PVOH binders were prepared to maximise 
the wicking and stabilisation effects of both binders.

Figure 4 shows the calibration curves obtained using the 
potassium iodide (KI) indicator, which results in a brown 
colour change. The ring patterns leaked in the case of the 
FCC + 5 pph PVOH coating, causing more variation between 
the repeats. PVOH increases the enzyme activity more than 
the microfibrillated cellulose MFC A or micro-nanofibrillated 
MFC B (Fig. 5). This can also be seen in Fig. 6, which shows 
the colour formation with MFC as a binder and the same 
coating with MFC plus additional PVOH as binders. MFC 
B showed slightly higher enzyme activity than MFC A. This 
can probably be attributed to the nanofibrils present in MFC 
B, which provide higher surface area and enhanced enzyme 
immobilisation capabilities than microfibrils alone. Higher 
PVOH dose was shown to have a stronger positive effect on 
enzyme activity than the increase in MFC dose. A small addi-
tion of MFC seemed to hinder enzyme activity slightly on 
the hybrid coatings containing both MFC and PVOH; how-
ever, due to the large error bars, it is difficult to make definite 
conclusions, especially in the case of MFC B. In the case of 
the formulation FCC + 10 pph PVOH + 10 pph MFC A, the 
intensity is somewhat lower than in the case of FCC + 10 pph 
PVOH. A higher MFC A dosage in turn results in a slightly 
higher intensity than what was achieved with FCC + 10 pph 

PVOH. This is supported by the results which show that a 
higher intensity was achieved with FCC + 20 pph MFC A than 
FCC + 10 pph MFC A. The optimal coating formulation would 
still be a hybrid coating, though with lower MFC content, 
because PVOH does not provide as good wicking properties 
as MFC binders (Koivunen et al. 2016). Furthermore, using 
PVOH in the coating enables the use of lower enzyme volumes 
because of its positive effect on enzyme activity.

Figure 7, in turn, shows the calibration curves obtained 
the 4-AAP/DHBS indicator resulting in a pink colour change 
was used. More variation was observed between the repeats 
with the 4-AAP/DHBS indicator, because the differences in 
the intensity values between glucose concentrations are much 
smaller than the differences in the case of the KI indicator 
and, thus, the variation between the enzyme and glucose vol-
umes, applied by hand, and the variations between coating 
homogeneity are more pronounced. Nevertheless, it is evident 
that the 4-AAP/DHBS indicator can be used to detect small 
glucose concentrations. The increase in the MFC binder dos-
age seemed to enhance the enzyme activity in most of the 
cases when the 4-AAP/DHBS indicator was used (Fig. 7), 
compared to the KI indicator, in which case a similar effect 
was not observed (Fig. 4). PVOH increased the intensity in the 
case of MFC A containing coatings. The addition of a PVOH 
did not result in a more intense colour formation in coatings 
containing MFC B binder (Fig. 8), as was shown also in the 
case of MFC B binder with the KI indicator (Fig. 6).

The results show that the choice of the indicator determines 
the sensitivity of the assay and that the sensitivity can also be 
tweaked using different binders and binder dosage levels. The 
required sensitivity, in turn, depends on the biological fluid 
used. A higher glucose range achieved with the KI indicator 
range is sufficient for glucose measurement from blood (Uddin 
et al. 2018). However, as taking a blood sample is an invasive 
method and using blood might be more problematic because 
of the different components of the blood, such as the blood 
cells, it would be more convenient to use a non-invasive sam-
ple, such as urine, tears or saliva. However, since the relevant 
glucose levels in urine (Sechi et al. 2013), saliva (Jia et al. 
2018) and tear (Gabriel et al. 2017) samples are in the range 
of 0–1 mM, a more sensitive detection is required.

The assay stability is an important aspect of the function-
ality of the assay and the feasibility of the coated substrates. 
In addition to colour formation, therefore, the effect of the 
binder and binder dosage on the stability of the assays was 
examined using the KI indicator and a trehalose stabiliser. 
The KI indicator was used in these experiments, because it 
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Fig. 5  The effect of binder on enzyme activity in the case of the KI 
indicator in the presence of 1-mM glucose after deduction of the 
background signal (n = 3)

Fig. 6  The colour formation 
corresponding to glucose 
concentration in the KI ring 
experiments
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produces a stronger colour change than the 4-AAP/BHBD, 
and, therefore, the decreasing intensity and the differences 
between the different coating formulations could be observed 
better. Figure 9 shows the stability of the samples stored in the 
fridge (6 °C) over the period of four weeks. The stability of the 
enzymes on the reference paper substrate remained relatively 
stable over the four-week period with only a 6.6% decrease in 
stability. Enzymes on the coated substrates stayed active for 
two–three weeks. The best performing coating in terms of least 
decreased enzyme activity was FCC + 10 pph MFC B with a 
11.4% decrease; while, the coating with 10 pph PVOH showed 
the most significant decrease with a 58.4% drop in activity.

With a lower PVOH dosage level, the samples remained 
stable for four weeks, indicating that although the higher 
PVOH dose increased the enzyme activity initially more 
than the lower dose, excessive amounts of PVOH can have a 
negative impact on enzyme stability. This phenomenon was 
not further studied. However, a possible explanation could 
be related to adsorption and immobilisation of enzymes. Pre-
vious studies have also shown that GOx and HRP remain 
stable for longer when they are immobilised (Ozyilmaz et al. 
2005; Temoçin and Yiğitoğlu 2009). Both PVOH (Soni and 
Jha 2015) and hydroxyapatite (Jesionowski et al. 2014) 
have been reported to enhance enzyme immobilisation by 

Fig. 7  Calibration curves of 
different coating formulations 
with the 4-AAP/DHBS indica-
tor (n = 3)
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adsorption. It is possible that the higher PVOH dose covers 
more of the hydroxyapatite of the coating and, thus, reduces 
the adsorption of the enzymes, but to confirm this would 
require further analysis. Furthermore, the stability of the 
assays could be potentially improved by switching to another 
PVOH with a lower molecular weight. It has been previously 
reported that a PVOH with a lower molecular weight (Mw 
9000–10,000) and a lower degree of hydrolysis (80% hydro-
lysed) provide the best stability for both HRP and GOx out 
of the various PVOHs tested (Boyd et al. 1996).

The type of FCC also seems to have an impact on 
assay stability. Our preliminary experiments (Jutila et al. 
2017) also showed that the stability was greatly affected 
by the FCC pigment properties. Initially, an FCC with a 
lower hydroxyapatite content (53%) was used (Jutila et al. 
2018). Satisfactory detection curves were achieved, but 
the enzymes denaturated overnight. Therefore, a pigment 
with a higher hydroxyapatite content (85%) was chosen 
for the experiments. Although calcium ions may enhance 
GOx activity (Kozhukharova et al. 1988) or at least should 
not inhibit the activity (Wu et al. 2017). Di Risio and Yan 
(2010) found that HRP binds onto calcium carbonate only 
weakly and believed this could explain why pigment-coated 
papers usually give poor analytical signals. However, unlike 
conventional calcium carbonate coatings for mass produced 

printing, our functionalised pigment coatings contain also 
varying degrees of hydroxyapatite conversion.

The results show that the coating formulation and, thus, 
the coating properties can be tweaked by changing the binder 
and the binder dosage to suit the needs of the application, 
and that specific optimisation may be required for different 
indicators. The results also show that the coatings display an 
acceptable performance over a period of time and, thus, offer 
a feasible alternative to cellulose-based paper substrates.

3.3.2  Fully inkjet‑printed glucose assays

The fully inkjet-printed glucose assays were fabricated on 
two different coatings, one containing solely MFC B binder 
and the other containing both MFC B and PVOH as a hybrid 
binder system, and onto the reference chromatographic 
paper using the 4-AAP/DHBS indicator. The 4-AAP/DHBS 
indicator was chosen for the experiments, because it ena-
bles the detection of smaller glucose concentrations (Gabriel 
et al. 2016). As described earlier, the printed patterns here 
also consist of a circular sample insertion zone followed by 
a channel ending in a triangular tip (Fig. 3b). Preliminary 
experiments showed that a tip + 1.5-mm enzyme configura-
tion, which corresponds to an estimated volume of 42 nl 
of reagent solution provided the best results with regard to 

Fig. 8  The colour formation 
corresponding to glucose con-
centration in the 4-AAP/DHBS 
ring experiments

Fig. 9  Stability of the hand 
pipetted enzymes stored in 
the fridge (6 °C) on different 
substrates. The stability was 
tested using a 5-mM glucose 
concentration
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linearity, and, thus, the glucose experiments were performed 
with this enzyme volume.

The glucose sample volume was optimised to ensure that 
the glucose sample elutes to the tip of the assay. A volume 
of 0.5 µl would have been sufficient to fully elute the glucose 
to the tip in the case of the coated substrates, but a larger 
1-µl volume was seen to provide better reproducibility of 
the experiments. A 4-µl volume was used in the case of the 
thicker reference paper to ensure elution to the tip, because 
the reference paper is much thicker and has a much larger 
pore and absorption volume than the coated samples, such 
that the 1-µl volume would have not eluted to the tip of the 
pattern. This need for greater sample material is the major 
downside of traditional paper-only diagnostics, and is the 
very reason/driving force for developing finer pore size and 
lower pore volume coatings with strong wicking potential.

Figure 10 shows the calibration curves for the glu-
cose assays. A good linearity was achieved between con-
centrations ranging from 0.1 to 0.6 mM with the coated 
substrates. A limit of detection (LOD) of 0.04 mM and 
limit of quantification (LOQ) of 0.12 mM were achieved 
for the coating with MFC B binder (Fig. 10a). An LOD 
of 0.10 mM and LOQ of 0.30 mM for the hybrid binder 
coating with both MFC B and PVOH binders were also 
observed (Fig. 10b). However, it is evident that a lower 
enzyme dosage level could have been used in the experi-
ments. The enzyme dose was optimised in preliminary 
experiments. However, the actual assay experiments were 
conducted with a fresh enzyme ink, which was proven 
to be more active than the ink used in the preliminary 

experiments. Two weeks later, the samples were printed 
with a lower enzyme dose (31 nl) to see if a better linear-
ity could be reached (Fig. 10c). Linearity was observed 
between 0.1 and 0.9 mM. However, since the enzyme ink 
had aged over the approximately two weeks compared 
with the original assays, the activity of the enzymes had 
already decreased significantly. A wider concentration 
range could have been achieved with further optimisation 
of the enzyme dose. Gabriel et al. (2016) achieved linear-
ity between 0.1 and 1.0 mM using the same indicator on 
a chitosan-modified filter paper. They achieved a slightly 
lower LOD (0.023 mM) than could be achieved here with 
the coating adopting MFC B as binder. Nevertheless, these 
results show that the coated platforms offer a feasible 
alternative to commonly used filter paper.

Since a higher glucose volume (4 µl vs 1 µl) was used 
with the reference Whatman CHR1 substrate, the calibration 
curves of the coated substrates and the reference substrate 
cannot be directly compared. Nonetheless, linearity was 
achieved for the reference between 0.1- and 0.3-mM glu-
cose (Fig. 10d) indicating that a much lower enzyme dosage 
would have been sufficient.

The PVOH containing coating shows a higher calibra-
tion slope compared to the plain MFC B containing coating, 
indicating that the PVOH increases the enzyme activity, as 
previously mentioned potentially through enhanced enzyme 
immobilisation. This can also be seen in Fig. 11 as a more 
intense pink colour development. PVOH did not seem to 
enhance enzyme activity in the optimisation tests with the 
circular ring patterns. It has been previously reported that 

Fig. 10  Calibration curves for 
a MFC B containing coating 
with a higher enzyme dosage, b 
hybrid binder coating, c) MFC 
B containing coating with a 
lower enzyme dosage (printed 
two weeks after ink prepara-
tion), and d reference substrate 
(n = 15)
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the activity of GOx and HRP is affected by both temperature 
and humidity (Ozyilmaz et al. 2005; Temoçin and Yiğitoğlu 
2009; Lam et al. 2014). In this case, the experimental condi-
tions are indeed different to those of the ring experiments, 
because glucose solution now elutes to the tip where the 
enzymes have been printed under normal laboratory con-
ditions; whereas, the ring optimisation experiments were 
conducted in a climate-controlled environment, provid-
ing higher humidity levels. Humidity affects the coating 
structure, because the coating dries differently and absorbs 
moisture from its surroundings, and the PVOH, being hygro-
scopic, may swell. Both of these factors may affect the wick-
ing properties of the coating as well as elution of the colour 
front to the tip of the assay. These factors, therefore, only 
emphasise even more strongly to developers that coatings 
need to be tailored for a specific application. For example, 
a higher humidity may affect the wicking properties of the 
coating, depending on the sample system under test, due 
to “pre-wetting” the coating, including polymer matrix 
pre-swelling of PVOH, though in this case colour change 
enhancement can be derived from this polymer matrix effect 
interacting directly with the sample.

The pink colour did not elute all the way to the tip of the 
coated samples, as can be seen in Fig. 11. This is probably 
related to the buffer salts present in the GOx/HRP capsule, 
which seem to travel with the eluent to the tip and block 
the pores at the very tip of the patterns. For this reason, the 
enzyme dosage was increased by printing a larger area of 
enzymes instead of printing multiple layers of enzyme ink 
to the triangular tip area.

Most of the colour front eluted closer to the tip area on 
the MFC B containing coating than on the hybrid binder 
coating containing both MFC and PVOH. This effect would 
not be as significant if the enzymes were printed solely at 
the tip. On the PVOH containing coating, the colour is prob-
ably arrested within the water-swollen PVOH matrix and 
thus part of it remained at the channel walls. Another pos-
sible explanation is that the transport of the colour front is 

significantly slowed down due to the region of poorly con-
nected pores at the edge of the channel.

On the cellulose-based uncoated reference paper, the 
colour formation is more spread out than on the coated 
substrates. A fourfold increased volume of glucose contain-
ing solution was applied to assays fabricated on the refer-
ence paper leading to a more pronounced colour formation. 
With a lower glucose sample volume, the colour formation 
would have probably resembled that of the coated substrates, 
which show a coffee ring pattern. It has been shown that 
the enzymes remain uniformly distributed across the detec-
tion in paper-based glucose assays, while the  I− ions are 
washed away to the sides of the patterns causing a coffee 
ring effect when the KI indicator is used (de Freitas et al. 
2018). Chitosan (Gabriel et al. 2016) and gelatin (Cha et al. 
2012; Zhu et al. 2014) have been used in some paper-based 
glucose assays to alter the surface of the paper and thus to 
obtain a more homogeneous colour formation. The effect of 
chitosan or gelatin was not explored in this study. However, 
an alternative design, in which the eluent would first pass 
the enzymes and then a printed cationic polyelectrolyte area 
could also be utilised to concentrate the colour on the coated 
substrates.

The error bars, which represent the standard deviation, 
could have been further minimised by determining the back-
ground signal of each measurement tip. The enzyme solution 
without indicators has a faint yellow colour, which seemed 
to intensify during storage. The enzyme ink containing 
4-AAP/DHBS, in turn, turned slightly pink during storage. 
Therefore, the enzyme ink probably gives a faint intensity, 
which could have been eliminated by scanning the assays 
before and after printing the enzyme ink and determining 
background signal, which could be then deducted from the 
measurement intensity. However, in these experiments, the 
enzyme ink was pre-pared and used almost immediately 
and, therefore, the colour formation was minimised. Fur-
thermore, scanning the samples after printing the enzyme 
ink might contaminate the samples causing premature colour 

Fig. 11  Colour formation and elution to the tip area a FCC + 10 pph MFC B, b FCC + 10 pph PVOH + 20 pph MFC B and c the reference What-
man CHR1
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formation as the samples are placed against the glass surface 
of the scanner. One solution could be the use of a camera 
instead of scanner, though the lighting conditions are much 
stable when using a flatbed scanner compared to a camera.

Figure 12 shows the stability of the fully inkjet-printed 
glucose assays fabricated on the two coated substrates and 
reference Whatman CHR1 paper tested with a glucose con-
centration of 0.6 mM. The coated samples were stored in 
three different conditions, room temperature, fridge (6 °C) 
and freezer (− 20 °C). The reference paper samples were 
only stored in the fridge and freezer, because excess, unre-
acted AKD slowly spreads along fibres filling the hydro-
philic assay area at room temperature, as also demonstrated 
in earlier studies (Seppänen et al. 2000). In case of coatings, 
no such spreading behaviour was observed, possibly due to 
the higher surface area of the coating, and the capillary pres-
sure effect within pores trapping the AKD inside rather than 
allowing film flow. A significant drop in enzyme activity was 
seen during the first week with samples stored at room tem-
perature and in the fridge, after which, the activity declined 
at a slower pace. The initial drop in activity can probably 
be attributed to a least two factors. Firstly, the enzymes ink 
components were allowed to dissolve into distilled water at 
room temperature for approximately 3 h. According to the 
manufacturer, the dissolved enzymes should remain stable 
at 2–8 °C for up to a month and at least 6 months if stored 
at − 20 °C. Therefore, dissolving the enzyme ink compo-
nents at room temperature probably had a negative effect on 
enzyme activity. Secondly, the inkjet-printing process has 
been reported to cause a decline in enzyme activity. The 
loss of activity can be related to printing conditions, such 
as actuation voltages (Cook et al. 2010), rapid compression 
experienced by the enzyme solution (Nishioka et al. 2004) 

or thermal degradation of the enzyme (Setti et al. 2004). In 
addition, high shear in the nozzle might be considered to 
damage the molecular structure of enzymes (Derby 2008). 
The printing conditions were not optimised to minimise 
enzyme activity loss in this study, and thus, longer stabil-
ity could probably be achieved through optimisation of ink 
rheological properties and printing conditions, or using an 
enzyme stabiliser such as polyethylene glycol (Zhang et al. 
2019).

The best assay stability was achieved when using sam-
ples stored frozen. Unlike with samples stored at room tem-
perature and in the fridge, no significant drop in enzyme 
activity was observed during the first week. The enzymes 
remained stable for approximately four weeks on all three 
substrates. The reference substrate showed the lowest degra-
dation in enzyme activity with only a 2.9% decrease, though 
the coated substrates also showed only moderate decrease in 
enzyme activity (4.3 and 4.4%).

The results show that the highly porous pigment coatings 
are feasible substrates for microfluidic assay purposes with 
regard to detection sensitivity and stability when compared 
to a commonly used chromatography paper. The coated sub-
strates also have some benefits compared to uncoated cellu-
lose-based papers as observed during testing. For example, 
there is no risk of samples leaking from the assay or being 
contaminated from the underside, because of the PP film. 
Another benefit is the dimensional stability of the coating, 
which is not affected by the enzyme ink or the glucose solu-
tion, unlike the reference paper, which showed cockling on 
wetting and a wavy form after the assays had dried. Dimen-
sional stability is essential for accurate image analysis, espe-
cially if a camera or a smartphone is used instead of a flatbed 
scanner under compression.

Fig. 12  Stability of the fully 
inkjet-printed glucose assay 
stored at room temperature, 
refrigerated (6 °C) and frozen 
(− 20 °C) (n = 15)
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We have also demonstrated that the coated substrates ena-
ble the use of smaller enzyme and glucose volumes due to 
the thin lower volume coatings. Previously, researchers have 
reported spotting enzyme volumes as low as 0.2 µl (Mar-
tine et al. 2008) and applying glucose solution volumes as 
low 5 µl (Klasner et al. 2010) in paper-based colorimetric 
glucose assays. GOx and HRP have also been printed with 
inkjet before, but exact ink volumes have not been reported 
in these publications (Martinez et al. 2008; Wilson et al. 
2015; Bihar et al. 2018). We managed to bring the enzyme 
volume down to the nanolitre range with inkjet printing and 
the glucose volume to 1 µl, thanks to the thin coating layer. 
The ink and glucose solution volumes could be reduced even 
more by coating an even thinner coating layer. However, for 
practical reasons when used in the field, such as pipetting 
the glucose solution reliably manually, it is not advisable to 
fabricate too small assays. In a robotic analytical environ-
ment, however, the argument might be different.

4  Conclusions

In the present study, we developed a fully inkjet-printed glu-
cose assay fabricated on thin highly porous pigment coating 
specially designed for microfluidic applications. We were 
able to fabricate a small glucose assay (5.5 × 13.5 mm2) 
including the hydrophobic pattern), which utilises, to our 
knowledge, the smallest reported enzyme ink volume (42 nl) 
and a low glucose sample volume (1 µl). Good linearity 
was achieved between glucose concentrations of 0.1 and 
0.6 mM on both developed coated substrates with an LOD 
of 0.04–0.10 mM and LOQ of 0.12–0.30 mM. Furthermore, 
the assays remained relatively stable for four weeks when 
stored frozen (− 20 °C). Manufacturing of such coated sub-
strates could easily be upscaled and robust devices can be 
developed for point of care and in-field assay applications. 
With the advancement of robotic sampling in laboratory 
applications, this innovative coating design could allow for 
further miniaturisation.
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